Abstract
Introduction

1.
The question of untranslatability of philosophical terms is reflected by Willard Van Quine, the American philosopher, who asserts that "we cannot, in principle, provide translation rigorous enough to assess such grand philosophical theses" (Roger Hart, in press: 5) . The translation of philosophical terms may be quite different from technical texts. Philosophers frequently invent their own terms. Parks (2004: 3) gives the example of Aristotle's works which seem untranslatable without paraphrase or without giving his terms additional meaning, to bring it closer to the original meaning of Aristotle's expressions. He gives the example of word 'eudaimonia' which is translated as 'happiness'. He states that "the alternative is to use the Greek term in English, requiring the reader to learn a new, foreign word to correspond to a foreign concept." (2004: 3)
The study deals with specialized language, i.e. philosophical texts. This type of specialized translation requires language skills and specialized knowledge in the field because terminological units possess both syntagmatic and paradigmatic structure. This study focuses on the paradigmatic structure, i.e. relationship between concepts assumed in one conceptual domain. Linguistic knowledge is not enough because a translator must consider the conceptual entities that the term is referring to. Faber (2009: 109) states that "in the understanding of the nature of terms, this process of meaning transmission is as important as the concept that they designate". The analysis of specialized terminology should be based on lexically-centered and concept-based approach. There is a shift to a cognitive and functional perspective of linguistic knowledge (Manerko 2007) . The study goes in accordance with Faber's (2009) claim that beneath the term stretches a network of "conceptual domains, which represent the implicit knowledge underlying the information in the text " (2009:108) .
In order to translate this type of specialized language text, translators must go beyond correspondences at the level of individual terms, and be able to establish interlinguistic references to entire knowledge structures. Only then can they achieve the level of understanding necessary to create an equivalent text in the target language. (2009: 108) Therefore, terminology should be essentially considered within linguistic and cognitive perspective. Meanings compose of concepts and are communicated in the form of terms. In other words, concepts use symbols (signs) which are the terms. Certain philosophical propositions are affirmed in one culture and denied in another. It is difficult to find a basis of comparison between philosophical terms; hence there is difficulty in identifying what is a good translation of a philosophical term. Some scholars view philosophical terms as untranslatable.
Significance and Scope of the Study 2.
The study attempts to contribute to the discussion of translating philosophical terms into Arabic. It is significant because many translation studies ignore the question of translating Western philosophical terms into Arabic by Abdel Rahman Badawi, the Egyptian philosopher and academic who, was considered as "Egypt's first and foremost existential philosopher" (Encyclopedia Britannica). It shows how Abdel Rahman Badawi (1996) utilizes the cognitive frames to translate the Western philosophical terms into Arabic. The study focuses only on the Western philosophical terms in the encyclopedia. The encyclopedia is an Arabic text but it has multilingual terminology. It shows how Western philosophical terms are translated in Arabic. Badawi translated many books of philosophy into Arabic. He gathered all the philosophical terms in an encyclopedia of 1666 pages. The study attempts to illustrate some of the typical problems found in this field.
Objectives of the Study 3.
The research problem for this study is to provide an account of the similarities and differences between the Western philosophical terms into Arabic. The study brings the literature on the various theories of terminology. It considers the nature of philosophical terms through the following research questions:
1. How are Western philosophical terms rendered into Arabic? 2. How can frame semantics be utilized in understanding the nature philosophical translation?
Literature Review 4.
The translation of terminology has received scant attention in translation studies. Terminology as a discipline undergoes a period of theoretical vagueness. It has been for some time with no clear stable theory (Cabre' 2000: 169) . Cabre ' (2000: 169) points out that there has been a "lack of interest in terminology by specialists of other branches of science, for example, linguistics." There has been negligence of terminology in linguistics because "specialized language has been and is often regarded as merely a special case of general language" (Faber 2009: 110) . In his book entitled Conceptology in Terminology Theory, Semantics and Word Formation, Peter Weissenhofer (1995) , integrates prototype theory in the area of terminology. Oleksy and Stalmaszczyk (2009) show the many ways in which cognitive linguistics affected all fields of linguistics.
With regards to philosophy, most Western philosophical terms were produced in Greek, Latin, French and English. So the use of the Arabic language was not fully compatible with many western philosophical terms. However, some studies tackle Western philosophical concepts in Arabic. Arberry (1955) and Badawi (1955a; 1955b) discuss the Platonic thoughts in Arabic. Black (1990) , Daiber (1997) and Brague (1999) deal with logic and Aristotle rhetoric in Arabic philosophy. The study is an attempt to cover the rendering of philosophical terms into Arabic.
Data Collection and Methodology
5.
The data in the study are taken from the philosophical encyclopedia of Abdel Rahman Badawi (1996) . Badawi is chosen as he was one of the prominent contemporary Arab philosophers. Badawi arranges the terms aphabetically in Arabic. The criterion for the selection of the terms is based on finding similarities and differences between the Western philosophical terms and their Arabic counterparts. The study begins with providing a theoretical framework defining terminology theories and then it moves to the discussion of the different techniques of translation. In describing the cognitive frames of the terms three criteria will be used:
1. similar frames 2. different frames 3. new frames Theoretical Framework 6.
Terminology Theories
Faber (2009) outlines a critical analysis of terminology theories with special reference to specialized translation. She points out that earlier theories of terminology were prescriptive rather than descriptive. Then, they undergo a cognitive, i.e. orientation to consider the cognitive perspective. She outlines 5 theories of terminology.
General Terminology Theory (GTT)
General Terminology Theory, which was developed by Wuster (1968) , focuses on the standardization of scientific language. It attempts to account for the semantics of specialized language with no reference to other linguistic features. It concentrates on compiling terminological data with rigid view of semantics (Faber 2009: 111) . It also excludes knowledge concepts from terminological description. "Concepts were conceived as abstract cognitive entities that refer to objects in the real world, and terms were merely their linguistic labels" (Faber 2009: 111) . Faber (2009: 112) criticizes GTT because "terminological variation is quite frequent, and that such variation seems to stem from parameters of specialized communication." She adds that "the same concept can often be designated by more than one term, and the same linguistic form can be used to refer to more than one concept" (2009: 112).
Socioterminology
This theory is proposed by Gaudin (1993) . It acknowledges terminological variation. It is built on the social and situational aspects of specialized language communication. In other words, it accounts for "the knowledge, social and professional status of a group of users, as well as, the power relationship between nspeakers" (Faber 2009: 113) .
Communicative Theory of Terminology (CTT)
Communicative Theory of Terminology stresses the view that terminology or the "specialized knowledge units are multidimensional, and have a cognitive component, a linguistic component, and and a sociocommicative component" (Faber 2009: 114) . Cabre (2003: 184) introduces what she describes as "inter alia", or "particular knowledge area, conceptual structure, meaning, lexical and syntactic structure and valence, as well as the communicative context of specialized discourse" (Faber 2009: 114) . Therefore, this theory includes cognitive component, linguistic component, and communicative component, but it does not propose any specific linguistic model C It also defines terminology as the special meaning of a lexical unit, but it does not explain the nature and component of specialized meaning (Faber 2009: 115) .
Cognitive-based Theory of Terminology
The last theory is cognitive-based since linguistic theory undergoes a cognitive shift (Evans & Green 2006) . It has two models; a) Socio-cognitive Terminology, and b) Frame-based Terminology a) Socio-cognitive Terminology This model is based on Rosch's (1978) Prototype Theory in cognitive semantics. It is advocated by Tammerman (2000) . It focuses on "the cognitive potential of terminology" (Faber 2009: 116) . Faber (2009: 116) notices that such cognitive theories of terminology "have arisen in the context of translation " (2009: 116) .
Tammerman (2000) focuses terminology variation and emphasizes that categories and concepts should be studied diachronically. Socio-cognitive Terminology has the advantage of focusing on the concepts of category structure through prototype structure. Prototype theory uses degrees of typicality ranging from the good representation of a conceptual category or domain to the peripheral membership of domain. It shows series of "concentric circles with concepts placed intuitively either nearer or farther away from the prototypical centre" (Faber 2009: 118) . b) Frame-based Terminology
Frame-based terminology is outlined in (Faber et. Al. 2005; Faber et. Al. 2006; Faber et. al. 2007) . It is based on Fillmore's Frame Semantics (Fillmore 1976 (Fillmore , 1982 (Fillmore , 1985 Fillmore and Atkins 1992) . It enhances the concept of domain which refers to the knowledge area itself. Langacker (2000: 23) points out that 'domains' "represent the multiple realms of knowledge and experience evoked by linguistic expression" (Faber 2009: 122) . In other words, it constitutes templates of concepts or what can be known as "terminology manual" (Faber 2009: 121) . Because the general function of specialized language texts is the transmission of knowledge, such texts tend to conform to templates in order to facilitate understanding, and are also generally characterized by a greater repetition than usual of terms, phrases, sentences, and even full paragraphs. This is something that specialized translators capitalize on when they use translation memories. (Faber 2009: 120) This study dwells on Frame-based Terminology because it gives priority to the specialized concepts. A frame is "any system of concepts related in such a way that to understand any one concept it is necessary to understand the entire system" (Petruck 1996: 1) . The idea can be exemplified by the commercial transaction frame, whose elements include a buyer, a seller, goods and money. Semantic frames can be interlingual representations of multilingual lexical database. The trend nowadays is to build a lexical database of hundreds of semantic frames. This model helps reveal information about conceptual structures in specialized language. It is also descriptive not prescriptive. It permits variation in terminology. It is also built on the concept of category. Frame-based Terminology emphasizes the relationship between language and thought. Faber (2009) stresses that it is "necessary to understand the concepts that linguistic forms designate. This is extremely important in any process of interlinguistic mediation, such as translation" (121-122). Framebased Terminology focuses on:
1. conceptual organization; 2. the multidimensional nature of terminological units; and 3. the extraction of semantic and syntactic information through the use of multilingual corpora (Faber 2009: 123) This semantic framework of terminology is more adequate in handling problems in the translation of philosophical terms because one cannot understand the meaning of a single term without access to the essential knowledge that relates to that term. To explain the superiority of this model, Frame-based Terminology creates conceptual networks which are based on underlying domains, which generate templates of the actions and processes in the field as well as the entities that contribute to the field. In this model each terminology is characterized by a template with a set of conceptual relations.
The study uses Frame Semantics Theory as a theoretical framework because it is concept-oriented approach to terminology. According to Manerko (2014: 474) , the term is not only a word but a concept-loaded lexeme. She points out:
The word is not thought as some kind of objective reality existing "in and for itself", it is shaped by our cognitive function including human perception, ability for categorization and conceptualization, interwoven with interpersonal experiences of human interaction. Linguistics takes into account all the sides of human factor in the language… (2014: 474). Now, before moving to the analysis of data, it is appropriate to outline the translation techniques utilized to analyze the Western philosophical terms and their Arabic counterparts.
Translation Techniques
The study utilized 4 translation techniques adopted from (Vinay and Darplent 1958) ; equivalence, modulation, calque and cultural borrowing. They classify cultural borrowing, literal translation and calque as direct translation techniques; and equivalence and modulation as oblique translation techniques. Literal translation is the reproduction of the source text form. Borrowing is the process of taking words directly from one language into another without translation. A calque or loan translation is a phrase borrowed from another language and translated literally word for word. Oblique translation techniques are used when the conceptual elements of the source language cannot be directly rendered without altering meaning. Modulation refers to using a phrase that is different in the source and target languages to convey the same idea. It changes the semantics and shifts the point of view of the source language. Through modulation, the translator generates a change in the point of view of the message without altering meaning. In equivalence the translator expresses something in a completely different way.
The study argues that translation techniques used in philosophical terms are related to the cognitive frames of the terms. To settle on reference criteria dealing with the translation of philosophical terms, the study proposes that 1. In case of similar frames, an oblique technique (equivalence) is used 2. In case of different frames, an oblique technique (modulation) is used 3. In case of new frame, a direct technique (literal translation, cultural borrowing or calque) is used 4. The study assigns the translation technique according to the type of terminology.
Analysis 7.
Let us now start analysis of data to recognize what options a translator has for handling potentially. Frame elements are words associated with it and used in understanding the frame (Fillmore 1985) .
Similar Frames
Western philosophical terms can be defined in a number of different ways. Some terms in English, French or Latin have similar frames with their Arabic counterparts. For example, terms such as liberty, phenomentalism, theism, substratum, induction and deduction have the same conceptual meaning in Arabic translation. It is noticed that the indirect technique of translation, i.e. equivalence, is used to render philosophical terms with similar conceptual frames or structures.
Different Frames
Western philosophical terms which are different from Arabic terms are rendered in a different way. In fact, many Western philosophical concepts permeated the Arabic philosophical repertoire. Arabic philosophers add their own ideas to Western philosophies. There are unquestionably differences and incommensurable elements between the Western philosophy and the Islamic philosophy. The concept of eternity in Arabic, for example, has contextual meanings embedded in the Islamic traditions, which may induce differences of what Western philosophy refers to. This is not only a kind of difference in terminologies, but also relates to differences in the epistemological frames. The Islamic philosophy has an integrated and consisted idea of the Creator and the Universe. The Western philosophy has a various ideas of theology. In terms of translation techniques, modulation helps to illustrate the difference between source language meaning and the target language meaning. The idea is the same, but the phrases that are used in the source and target languages are different Notice modulation is utilized in rendering the following terms: The English term atheism is derived from the prefix a 'without' and the root theo 'God'. There is no complete equivalence between the English term and the Arabic translation. The word ‫'ﺍﻟﺤﺎﺩ'‬ literally means 'deviation'. Another example is the term "eternity". The term 'eternal' in English is used to mean lasting or existing forever, without end or beginning (merriam-webster Dictionary). Abdel Rahman Badawi (1996) uses the word ‫.'ﺳﺮﻣﺪﻯ'‬ Badawi seems to make distinction between ‫,'ﺳﺮﻣﺪﻯ'‬ ‫'ﺃﺑﺪﻯ'‬ and ‫.'ﺃﺯﻟﻰ'‬ He justifies his choice; the word ‫'ﺃﺑﺪﻯ'‬ denotes no end and the word ‫'ﺃﺯﻟﻰ'‬ denotes no beginning in Arabic. According to Badawi, the word ‫'ﺳﺮﻣﺪﻯ'‬ which is a product of Islamic philosophy, includes both ‫'ﺃﺑﺪﻯ'‬ and ‫.'ﺃﺯﻟﻰ'‬ The study argues that there are two different epistemological frames; that of the western philosophy and that of the Islamic philosophy. Differences in language then serve as a natural symbol for this conceptual split. Differences between English and Arabic express different world views. There is difference between the Western philosophy and the Islamic philosophy in the fundamental concept of 'being' and 'existence'. Theological meaning affects the way how the philosophical term is translated. Another term with a different philosophical meaning is the word intuition. Badawi does not translate it as ‫"ﺍﻟﺣﺩﺱ"‬ or as ‫."ﺍﻟﻅﻥ"‬ He translates as ‫."ﺍﻟﻭﺟﺩﺍﻥ"‬ Notice also how the term 'intuitive knowledge' is rendered. The term 'scientia intuitive' is translated into English as 'intuitive knowledge'. The Latin word scientia has a much stricter sense of knowledge. In Aristotle's usage, much that he calls a 'science' is what we would term a body of knowledge. The following example is the word 'Demiurge' which literally means ‫."ﺍﻟﺻﺎﻧﻊ"‬ Badawi renders the term as ‫ﺍﻟﻜﻮﻥ"‬ ‫."ﻣﻨﻈﻢ‬ Another example is the term 'alienation'. It is rendered as ‫ﷲ"‬ ‫ﻋﻦ‬ ‫."ﺍﻻﺑﺘﻌﺎﺩ‬ 
New Frames
When the philosophical term is completely different, only direct techniques can be used. They can be literal translation, cultural borrowing or calque. The following two terms 'Transcendentalism' and 'Teleology' are literally translated into Arabic since they have new conceptual frames to the Arabic philosophical repertoire. The word 'Teleology' is translated literally as it is derived from Greek telos, meaning end or purpose. Cultural borrowing or transliteration, as a direct technique, follows the phonetic rules of the target language. Transliterated words are often naturalized to assimilate the structure of the target language. Translators introduce minor phonetic and morphological changes to the foreign term (Ghazzala 1995) . Notice how the following words are rendered. The word Gnosticism means having knowledge or salvation or enlightenment. It is naturalized in Arabic as ‫."ﺍﻟﻐﻨﻮﺻﻴﺔ"‬ The word 'Totemism' is also naturalized in Arabic. The next word 'solipsism' is also an example of calque. It is derived from Latin solus, meaning "alone", and ipse, meaning "self". It is translated as ‫."ﺍﻟﻬﻮﻭﺣﺪﻳﺔ"‬ From the previous examples the study summarizes the following points: First, philosophical texts have special nature; they contain highly sophisticated ideas. They are also different from other texts, in which ideas seem simple and clear. Philosophical texts usually stem from the mind and heading to the mind. The author of a philosophical text was not moving normally to the average reader, or even average, but to a special reader who deals with philosophy away from the community. Second, philosophical texts contain exotic terms, and they are unfamiliar to the Arab reader. Badawi followed a more cognitive approach in translating philosophical terms. He reformulated many Western terms within the Arabic epistemological frame.
Conclusion
8.
The study attempts to survey the different theories if terminology and favors Frame Semantics as it adds a cognitive dimension to linguistics. In order to understand the meanings of terminology in specialized language, one must first have knowledge of the semantic frames or conceptual structure that underlies their usage. Regardless of the linguistic differences, the study asserts that conceptual differences do exist. Therefore, frame semantics which is based on the conceptual structure of the word play an important role in understanding the philosophical terminology.
The study also asserts the correlation between the conceptual frames of the philosophical terms and the translation techniques used in rendering them into Arabic. In case of similar epistemological frames, the indirect technique (equivalence) is used. In case of different epistemological frames, the indirect technique (modulation) is used. And when there is a new epistemological frame, a direct technique (literal translation, cultural borrowing or calque) is used.
